These trolleys were specifically designed with hospital staff to produce a battery powered, ergonomic, effortless, mobile moving device that’s simple to use, as well as extremely safe. Hospital staff are able to move loaded trolleys safely and easily on carpeted areas, around hallways, in and out of elevators and up and down ramps with greatly reduced risk of injury or physical strain to themselves. The EZ Wheel drive unit is rated IP67 which means it is totally protected against the ingress of dust and protected against the effects of temporary immersion, between 150mm and 1m.

Just press the integrated on/off button & twist the variable speed forward/reverse control with the thumb & "hey presto" you are off & safely running without effort.

Because the drive wheel is centrally located, negotiating the trolleys around tight corners is as easy as ABC. It’s really that simple. All castors & the drive wheel are non marking.

The unit is supplied with long life gel batteries & plug in charger. The average lifespan is 2 years & they take just over 2 hours to recharge. The electrical components, including the battery, do not require any inspection or maintenance over the product’s whole lifespan.

As well as food service this drive system is right at home when fitted or supplied to other trolleys for food, laundry, supplies etc.

**EZ Wheel Powered Drive System** dramatically reduces the chance of Work Cover claims and is seen to be very proactive and public way of making the workplace safer. We have a huge range of battery-powered materials handling hospital equipment & with it we bring the confidence and assurance of reliability and a worthwhile WH&S investment to your workplace.